Parameter estimation by reduced-order linear associative memory (ROLAM).
In a series of papers we have shown that nonlinear parameter estimation by linear association provides accurate estimates of the parameters in complex systems described by nonlinear differential equations even in the presence of additive white noise of considerable power. The technique is based on linearly associating the system's output with a set of parameter values spanning the region of interest. When an actual output is measured, the system's unknown parameters could be estimated by a matrix inversion. The size of the inverted matrix, being equal to the length of the output vector, poses a limiting factor upon the generalization of the technique. In this paper we propose a modification which requires the inversion of a matrix whose dimension equals the number of model parameters. The modified version is called reduced-order associative memory (ROLAM). The technique is applied to two complex lumped-parameter nonlinear models: the Van der Pol relaxation oscillator and the passive neuron model of the granule cells. Results validate ROLAM as a parameter-estimation tool which is especially suited in cases where the number of parameters is large, the number of samples in the observation signal is high, or when on-line parameter estimation is required. It is also shown that ROLAM provides an optimal parameter estimate in the special case of single-parameter nonlinear models.